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ABSTRAK 

 

 

 

Asas projek ini adalah untuk mereka bentuk dan analisis kerangka ruang casis 

untuk pertandingan kereta solar. Cabaran utama dalam membangunkan casis kereta 

solar adalah untuk memaksimumkan kekuatan dan mengurangkan berat kerangka. 

Reka bentuk untuk rangka mestilah ringan dan juga memenuhi keperluan peraturan 

pertandingan. Objektif projek ini adalah untuk mewujudkan satu kajian awal bagi 

kemungkinan  reka bentuk rangka kereta solar. Satu kajian reka bentuk rangka kereta 

solar  dijalankan untuk melihat sama ada penyelesaian yang boleh diperolehi 

daripada jurnal,  kertas kerja teknikal dan penyelidikan mengenai sistem kereta solar. 

Tiga model reka bentuk casis dihasilkan dengan menggunakan perisian komputer  

CATIA. Kemudian reka bentuk casis dimasukkan ke dalam perisian CATIA juga 

untuk dianalisis.  Hasil kajian daripada reka bentuk model yang telah dianalisis 

digunakan untuk memilih model dengan ciri-ciri terbaik daripada reka bentuk rangka 

kereta solar. Pilihan reka bentuk dilakukan berdasarkan pelaksanaan spesifik 

kerangka dan sifat-sifat teknikal dari reka bentuk tersebut. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

The basis of this project is to design and analysis of space frame chassis for solar car 

challenge. The main challenge in developing effective solar car chassis is to 

maximize the strength and minimize the weight. The design for the frame must be 

light in weight as well to meet the competition regulatory requirement. The objective 

of this project is to establish a preliminary study for possible solar car frame design. 

A study of the solar car frame design is carried out to see whether a solution can be 

obtained from journals, technical papers and research on solar car system. Three 

design of the model will be done using appropriate software CATIA. Then the design 

included into the CATIA software to analyse the chassis. Results from the design 

that had been analysed is used to choose the best performance and the best 

characteristics of solar car frame design. Design selection is carried out based on 

specific performance of the frame and technical attributes for design. 
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Photovoltaic or solar powered automobiles found in backgrounds today 

are composed involving costly, lightweight products for instance titanium 

composites. These kinds of supplies tend to be helpful to produce jet fighter jets. 

Fiberglass and carbon fiber are also be used most of the actual bodywork.  

1.1 Project Briefing 

A major move in direction solar car technology is when the first solar whom 

attained the World Solar Challenge in 1985. This solar car managed to finish the race 

600 miles ahead than a nearest rival in that race. The Sunraycer is a 360-pound 

single-seated solar car finished the 1,950-mile passage from Darwin to Adelaide, 

Australia in five days by around 43.5 miles an hour and covers the distance in 42 

hours and 50 minutes on the path. General Motors and its Hughes Aircraft subsidiary 

mostly build the Sunraycer easily outpaced 24 other cars entered or partially 

sponsored by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Ford of Australia, Volvo, 

Mitsubishi, and other organizations. (Malcolm W. Brownie, 1987) 

 

This project presents about design and analysis of space frame chassis for 

solar car. Main purpose of this project is to design and analysis the elements of 

chassis of a race type solar car to achieve lightweight. Moreover, mounting points 

need to be allocated in design to attach different components such as the battery 

package, electronics, suspension parts, body panels, etc.  
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Besides, the chassis has to perform a support of all components and loads that 

manifest forces during acceleration, deceleration and cornering. The finite element 

modelling and analysis will use 3D CAD design software CATIA. The maximum 

displacement magnitude, max Von Mises stress will was compare between several 

design solar car chassis solar car chassis from different design. All the designs of 

solar car chassis were analysed using CATIA software. Diverse framework resources 

can certainly reduce the bodyweight in the car, increasing the automobile capacity to 

bodyweight relation. Material selection can offer advantages by reducing member 

deflection, growing chassis strength and can conclude the total of support required. 

At the end, the best design for chassis is determined. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

(a) The solar car chassis must be designed to follow the regulations set by 

competition authorities. 

(b) Frame body have to sturdy to support lots from motor and mass connected 

with new driver along with components of which offered towards Solar Car 

operation. 

(c) Driver safe practices needs to be considered and enhanced the car accident 

takes place by the front impact which in turn not easily bends as a result of 

impact force. 

1.3 Objective 

The main target of the analysis is to make an early study regarding probable design 

and style connected with solar car frame by means of: 

 

(a) Design a lightweight and low material cost of chassis space frame for the race 

type solar car as well to meet the regulatory requirement. 
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(b) Analyse the space frame chassis of a solar car that can withstand the load 

from the solar panel body, driver, actuator and the suspension. 

1.4 Scope 

This specific challenge is actually concentrating on design and also development the 

space frame chassis of a solar car utilizing computer software far more within 

aerodynamics and also in a position to travel in long distance.  

 

(a) Design and analysis a space frame chassis of solar car using 3D CAD design 

software CATIA. 

(b) Chassis design must be adapted to safety and withstand force generated from 

loads and components and within the regulatory parameter requirements. 

(c) Perform material selection analysis to achieve lightweight chassis. 

1.5 Project Significant 

Being a typical understanding, frame body for a solar car is made to supply a 

shape of a solar car as well as withstand the load from the solar panel body, driver, 

actuator and also the suspension. The rigidity regarding frame body may 

tremendously affected the solar car speed for the reason that more rigid the frame 

body, faster the solar car should go. The best dimension associated with solar car 

challenge rules is considered to be in range so that the solar car had been designed 

may be involved numerous challenge as possible. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Space frame chassis have been around in use since the beginning of the 

motorsport arena. Some sort of space frame consists of aluminium or steel tubular 

pipes positioned in a triangulated for-mat to backing the loads from the vehicle 

produced from driver, engine, aerodynamics and suspensions.  

 

Essentially chassis is regarded as being a platform or framework to support 

the engine, upper body as well as other part to compliment the vehicle. Framework 

lends the entire vehicle assistance in addition to hardness. Chassis generally includes 

some longitudinally stretching out channels in addition to a number of transverse 

cross members which intersect the channels. The actual transverse members use a 

diminished cross section as a way to support a new longitudinally stretching out 

storage space.  

 

The protection of the chassis is a major aspect in the design, and should be 

considered through all stages. The framework should consist of the various 

components necessary for the race car as well as being based around a driver‟s 

cockpit. Normally, the basic chassis types consist of backbone, ladder, space frame 

and monocoque. Diverse types of chassis design will result the different performance 

of every chassis. 

 

Steel space frame and composite monocoque are major varieties of chassis 

utilised in race cars. While space frame include the traditional the traditional style 
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there are nevertheless quite popular nowadays throughout beginner motorsport. The 

popularity maintains because of the ease, the only real tools necessary to build a 

space frame can be a saw, welder and measuring device. Space frame nevertheless 

provide advantages over the monocoque as it can certainly be fixed easily. 

2.2 Space Frame Background 

A space frame chassis uses a sequence of straight small diameter tubes to 

achieve strength and rigidity with minimal weight. The particular technique was 

formalised during the Second World War, after they were employed for the structure 

associated with fug significant supports with fighter aircraft.  

 

That design and style was first put together by Barnes Wallis who has been a 

British aviation industrial engineer. The huge benefits that this space frame offered 

on the airplane has been so it allowed this airplane to acquire a lot associated with 

destruction of certain locations even though even now holding onto full power to 

remain airborne.  

 

Following the war within 1947, Doctor Ferdinand Porsche utilised the style to 

make the Cisitalia sports vehicle. Soon after primary vehicle companies including 

Lotus and also Maserati used the idea to create race cars; these kinds of autos ended 

up nicknamed birdcage sporting autos because of the great number of tubes. Current 

cars at the moment are built from single monocoque body produced from expensive 

fibre composite supplies. 

2.3 Space Frame Chassis 

The space frame chassis is to support the load from body panel, suspension, 

engine, and driver with its construction consists of steel or aluminium tubes placed in 

a triangulated format there would be great to withstand force. Space frame with their 
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simplicity make its popular today in amateur motorsport because. Space frames, 

unlike the monocoque chassis used in modern Formula 1 or CART, are easily 

repaired and inspected for damage. 

  

In Figure 2.1 shows box with a bottom, top and two side while, its missing the front 

and back. The box collapses easily when pushed because there is no support in the 

front or back. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Box with open front and back 

(Source: Matthew Gartner, 1999) 

 

In order for solar cars operate properly, its need to be supported. So, triangulate the 

box by bracing it diagonally will bring this effectively adds the front and back which 

were missing, only instead of using panels, we use tubes to form the brace. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Box add with triangle at front. 

(Source: Matthew Gartner, 1999) 
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In Figure 2.2 the box is added with triangle at front and by stressing the green 

diagonal in Tension, the triangulated box above imparts strength. Tension is the force 

trying to pull at both ends of the diagonal. Another force is called Compression. 

Compression tries to push at both ends of the diagonal and that is shown above in the 

horizontal yellow tube.  

 

The monocoque chassis uses panels that are different from space frame just 

like the sides of the box in the Figure 2.3. Instead of small tubes forming the shape of 

a box, an entire panel provides the strength for a given side. 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Different between monocoque and spaceframe. 

(Source: Matthew Gartner, 1999) 

 

In Figure 2.4, „Cigar‟ shaped car of monocoque construction manufacture in 

1999. The torsional rigidity is imparted with the help by the cylindrical shape. 

Torsional rigidity is the amount of twist in the chassis accompanying suspension 

movement. 
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Figure 2.4: Shape of car ‟cigar‟. 

(Source: Matthew Gartner, 1999) 

 

Torsional rigidity applies to space frames too, but because a space frame isn't 

made from continuous sheet metal or composite panels, the structure is used to 

approximate the same result as the difficult to twist "cigar car". Below in Figure 2.5 

show the „cigar‟ chassis using space frame.  

 

Figure 2.5: Space frame chassis. 

(Source: Matthew Gartner, 1999) 

2.4 Advantages of Space Frame 

 Space frame is considered to be one of the best chassis that can yield very 

good results for torsional rigidity, weight holding, and impact protection. It is also 

simple to design and only moderate in difficulty to build. This makes it perfect for 
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many applications from solar car competitions to project cars and even low volume 

sports cars. Anyone who has ever designed a space frame will know that 

triangulation is very important as well as making sure that it is comprised of nodes 

where the tube ends meet and not to have parts subjected to bending loads.  The 

advantages of space frame chassis are described below: 

 

(a) Space frame chassis systems are lighter than traditional steel. Therefore, it 

provides significant economy in foundation costs. 

(b) Since the space frame systems are triangulated format, it will provide 

maximum strength and minimum deflection of the design compare to the 

other chassis types due to the support from tubular pipes. 

(c) Using a space frame chassis in a race car, the high torsional rigidity can be 

achieved as well as its light weight. It means that, space frame chassis designs 

will enhance the rigidity/weight ratio. 

2.5 Aluminium Review 

The chassis undergoes various kinds of forces during locomotion, it has to 

stay intact without yielding, and it should be stiff to absorb vibrations, also resist 

high temperatures. The material property of the chassis is an important criterion 

while designing of the solar car. Different chassis materials can reduce the weight of 

the vehicle, improving the vehicle power to weight ratio. Material selection can also 

provide advantages by reducing member deflection, increasing chassis strength and 

can determine the amount of reinforcement required. The materials which used to 

build the space frame chassis in this project are aluminium and fiberglass. 

Aluminium is a nonferrous material with very high corrosion resistance and 

very light material compared to steels. Aluminium cannot match the strength of steel 

but its strength-to-weight ratio can make it competitive in certain stress application. 

Aluminium can also be alloyed and heat treated to improve it mechanical properties, 

which then makes it much more competitive with steels however the cost increases 

dramatically. 
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Pure Aluminium is also a possible material and is reasonably affordable and 

very light but it is the weakest and will require extra reinforcement to produce a rigid 

chassis. Aluminium is very hard to work with as it requires very skilled welding and 

is an overall softer metal. Basically there are several types of Aluminium. For this 

project, I decide to use Aluminium Alloy 6063-T6. Aluminium alloy 6063 is one of 

the most extensively used of the 6000 series aluminium alloys. (Aalco. 2005) 

 

Aluminium Alloy 6063 is the least expensive and most versatile of the heat 

treatable aluminium alloys. It has most of the good qualities of aluminium. It offers a 

range of good mechanical properties and good corrosion resistance. It can be 

fabricated by most of the commonly used techniques. In the annealed condition it has 

good workability. The typical properties of aluminium alloy 6063 include medium to 

high strength, good toughness, good surface finishing, excellent corrosion resistance 

to atmospheric conditions, good workability and widely available. It is welded by all 

methods and can be furnace brazed. (Aalco. 2005) 

 

This aluminium type is used for a wide variety of products and applications 

from truck bodies and frames to screw machine parts and structural components. 

6063 is used where appearance and better corrosion resistance with good strength are 

required. 

 

Table 2.1, Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 below shows the typical composition, the 

physical properties and the mechanical properties of Aluminium Alloys 6063 

respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


